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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Ir–V  nanoparticles  are  prepared  with  a modified  ethylene  glycol  (EG)  reduction  method  and  use  as  anode
catalyst for  a  15  cell,  1.5  kW  proton  exchange  membrane  fuel  cell  (PEMFC),  with  the  main  purpose  of
verifying  the  durability  of  the  as-prepared  catalyst.  Polarization  curves,  line scan  voltammograms  (LSVs),
and  cyclic  voltammograms  (CVs)  show  that  the  40%  Ir–10%  V/C  anode  is  of  comparable  performance  with
a commercial  Pt/C  anode.  After  a 1010  h  driving  cycle  test,  the  stack  exhibits  a  minor  degradation  rate
eywords:
node
atalyst

r–V/C
tack

of  1.2%  at  rated  power.  The  resulting  performance  and  durability  of  the  fuel  cell stack  demonstrate  the
as-prepared  catalyst  has  the  potential  to  be used  in  PEMFC.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
urability

. Introduction

The progress of proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
as a history of cost-reduction. PEMFCs did not receive much
ttention from government agencies or industries until a cou-
le of decades ago when breakthrough methods for reducing the
mount of Pt, the most effective catalyst and expensive metal used
n both the cathode and anode, were invented and developed.
otably, by virtue of the catalyst-ink technique, the utilization

atio of Pt has been tremendously increased, and its loading was
educed from tens of mg  cm−2 to less than 1 mg  cm−2 [1].  After the
evival of the PEMFCs, its major application has been focused on
ransportation, primarily because of its high efficiency and envi-
onmental benignancy. The major barriers currently preventing
EMFCs from successful commercialization are the high cost and
nsufficient durability [2]. Fortunately, the manufacturing expenses
re believed to be substantially decreased when moving from pro-
otype to mass production, as predicted by the US Department of
nergy (DOE) [3].  However, the cost of Pt will definitely grow with
n increase in the production of these fuel cells due to its scarcity.

his problem can only be resolved by further decreasing Pt load-
ng, which has been decreased by two orders of magnitude of Pt has
een reduced over the past decades [4],  or using non-platinum cata-
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lysts as a long-term resolution [5,6]. Recently, tremendous progress
has been achieved in both the activity and stability of non-platinum
cathode catalysts [7–9]. However, due to the smaller amounts of
Pt used at the anode, the replacement of platinum and platinum
alloys with respect to the anode side have not been investigated
extensively. Serov and Kwak [10] conducted an extensive review
on the performance and potential of non-platinum anode catalysts,
focusing on transition metal carbides, oxides, and alloys. When con-
sidering performance, it is of extreme importance that these anode
non-Pt catalysts meet the lifetime target set by the DOE, which is
prescribed to be 5000 h by 2010/2015 [11].

As for non-Pt catalyst, Ir and its oxides and alloys have been
proposed as substitutes or promoters for Pt at the cathode because
of their excellent oxygen evolution, high activity, strong affinity
for OH or O species and stability in acidic media [12]. Very good
performances have been achieved in ethanol oxidation on an Ir–Sn
[13] catalyst in direct ethanol fuel cells (DEFCs) and formic acid
oxidation on a Pd–Ir [14] catalyst in direct formic acid fuel cells
(DFAFCs); in addition, Ir–Se [15] and IrxCo1−x [16] methanol tol-
erances for oxygen reduction and oxygen reduction on Ir85Se15/C
[17], IrO2/Ti, and IrM (M = Ru, Mo,  W,  V) Ox/Ti binary oxide elec-
trodes have been promising [18]. Very recently, our group found
that an Ir–V/C catalyst showed excellent catalytic activity both for
hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) [19] and oxygen reduction reac-

tion (ORR) [20]. Unfortunately, the Ir–V/C catalyst durability has
not been studied in these works. In order to further address this
issue, in the present work, we  adopted a strategy to synthesize elec-
trocatalysts based on Ir and the co-catalytic metal V, with a focus

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.10.035
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:jxma@tongji.edu.cn
mailto:jxma@tongji.edu.cn
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Table  1
Optimized PEMFC stack operation conditions.

Pressure (A/C) Stack coolant Humidification (dew point) Flow stoichiometry

Flow Outlet temperature H2 Air H2 Air
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n durability and performance. As an alternative for Pt/C, the as-
repared Ir–V/C was used as anode catalyst for a 1.5 kW FC stack,
nd a 1010 h durability test was conducted to elucidate its ability
o meet the criteria for automotive applications.

. Experimental methods

.1. Materials

All chemicals used for preparing the catalyst preparation were
eagent grade and included the following: iridium chloride hydrate
IrCl3·6H2O], ammonium metavanadate [NH4VO3], isopropanol,
thylene glycol, sodium hydroxide [NaOH] and hydrogen chlo-
ide [HCl] (Sinopham). Pure H2 and N2 were supplied by Shanghai
esearch Institute of Chemical Industry. All solutions were pre-
ared using deionized water purified with a water purification
ystem (Model R30, Purelab). The resistivity of the deionized water
as above 18 M� cm.  Carbon black supplied by Cabot Corporation

Vulcan XC-72, SBET = 236.8 m2 g−1) was used as a support. 40%
t/C (Johnson Matthey) was employed as standard cathode cata-
yst, while 5 wt.% Nafion® solution and proton exchange membrane
N212) were provided by DuPont.

.2. Catalyst preparation

Carbon-supported Ir–V nanoparticle catalysts were prepared
ia a modified ethylene glycol (EG) method. Iridium chloride and
mmonium metavanadate were mixed with carbon black in ethy-
ene glycol, and then the mixture was ultrasonicated and stirred
or 4 h to obtain an “ink”. A 2 M NaOH solution was added into
he ink to adjust the pH of the ink to 12. Meanwhile, excess
thylene glycol was added into the ink to completely reduce the
etal ions. The mixture was stirred and refluxed at 120 ◦C for

a. 3 h. During this process, the pH value was monitored and
djusted to 3 by adding 5 M HCl before cooling the mixture to
oom temperature. The resulting powder was filtered, washed
ith deionized water until the AgNO3 precipitated the Cl−, and

hen dried at 70 ◦C for 2 h. The dried catalyst powder was  treated
t 200 ◦C in a tube furnace under an atmosphere of N2 and H2
9:1, vol:vol) for 2 h. Detailed information about the effect of the
H on catalyst performance can be found in our previous work
21]. The 40% V/C catalyst was prepared with the same procedure

entioned above.

.3. Characterization of the catalyst

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the catalysts were per-
ormed on a PHILIPS PW 3040/60 powder diffractometer using Cu
� radiation (� = 1.541 Å). The diffractometer was operated at an
ccelerating voltage of 40 kV, a beam current of 40 mA, and a tem-
erature of 25 ◦C. The data were collected in the 2� range of 10–100◦
nd at a scan rate of 1.20◦ min−1 and processed using the JADE5
oftware. The morphologies of the catalysts before and after the
urability test were observed using a transmission electron micro-
cope (TEM) (model JEM 2010, JEO) operated at 200 kV.
77 ◦C 80 ◦C 1.5 2.8

2.4. Linear scan voltammogram (LSV) and cyclic voltammogram
(CV).

LSVs and CVs were recorded in an electrochemical cell using
Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode and Pt foil as a counter electrode
at room temperature. All measurements were performed in a 0.5 M
H2SO4 solution and flushed with pure H2 or N2. To prepare the
working electrode, the as-prepared catalyst ink was sprayed on to
a rotating disk electrode (RDE) (Model AFMSRCE, Pine). The rotation
speed of the RDE was 300 rpm. The HOR activities of the catalysts
were evaluated by employing this rotation system in a potential
range of −0.27 to −0.96 V in the positive direction at a scan rate of
5 mV  s−1 for LSV measurements and −0.27 to −1.16 V at a scan rate
of 50 mV  s−1 for CV measurements.

2.5. Fabrication of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs)

MEAs with non-platinum catalysts and an active area of 250 cm2

were fabricated as follows: the as-prepared 40% Ir–10% V/C pow-
der was mixed with 5 wt.% Nafion® and isopropanol under stirring
(Model B25, BRT) for 20 min  to obtain the anode ink, and the ratio
of metal to Nafion® polymer was maintained at 3:1 (in weight). The
ink was then directly spayed onto one side of an N212 membrane
at 90 ◦C using an automatic spraying system (Model Exacta Coat
FC, SonoTek) to produce the anode. The cathode was prepared in
the same procedure, i.e., spraying the cathode ink of 40 wt.% Pt/C
onto the other side of the membrane. The loading of Ir and Pt on
the catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) was the same (0.4 mg cm−2).
An MEA  was  then assembled by physically placing a gas diffusion
layer (GDL) (Model 25 BC, SGL) on each side of the CCM, without hot
pressing. A 15-cell, 1.5 kW stack was  fabricated using such MEAs
and graphite bipolar plates (BPPs).

2.6. Stack durability test

The stack was run on a FC test station (FCT, Inc.). Prior to driving
cycle operation, we pre-tested the stack under different operating
conditions to obtain the optimal parameters, which are listed in
Table 1.

Under these operating conditions, a dynamic load derived from
the actual FCV drum test data based on the J1015 driving cycle was
imposed on the stack. The profile of the dynamic load is shown in
Fig. 1, where the output current density, instead of vehicle speed, is
directly reflected. It can be seen that the load period was  620 s, and
the peak load during each cycle was  660 mA  cm−2. Noticeably, at
the end of the cycle, a full throttle acceleration scenario is imposed
to test the quick response capability of the stack. It is critical and
reasonable to choose such a dynamic load cycle profile because
fuel cell stacks designed for vehicles are often reported to have
poorer lifetime expectancies than under constant load conditions
[22]. Dynamic load cycling can approach a real situation of FCV and
therefore reasonably reflects the durability of a stack in real world

applications.

The 1.5 kW stack was  run for at least 12 h each day and re-started
after fully cooling down to examine its start–stop performance and
its impact on the durability of the stack.
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Fig. 1. Profile of dynamic load cycle used for durability test.

Power as a function of the real time (P–t) was recorded, while
olarization (V–I) measurements were conducted once a day. Fol-

owing each polarization curve test, electrochemical impedance
pectrum (EIS), another useful in situ approach, was employed to
epict the performance change of the whole stack. Nyquist plots

ere measured via an impedance testing system (Model KFM2150,
ikusui) at 100 mA  cm−2 with 6 points per decade of a frequency
can range from 10 kHz to 100 mHz. The stack was run at 75 ◦C and
mbient pressure with air flowing through the cathode (working

ig. 3. TEM images of the (a) Ir/C and Ir–V/C nanoparticles prepared with different atomi
r–45%  V/C).
Fig. 2. XRD patterns of 40% Ir/C and Ir–V/C at different atomic ratios.

electrode) and hydrogen flowing through the anode (counter elec-
trode) [23]. The counter electrode was also used as the reference
electrode.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of the as-prepared 40% Ir/C cata-
lyst and the Ir–V/C catalysts at different atomic ratios; 40% Ir–10%

c ratios of Ir and V; (b) 1:6 (20% Ir–30% V/C); (c) 1:15 (10% Ir–40% V/C); (d) 1:34 (5%
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Table  2
Atomic ratio effect on the structural parameters of Ir/C and Ir–V/C catalysts from XRD results.

Catalyst Atomic ratio of Ir to V Ir(2 2 0) peak position (◦) Lattice constant A fcc (Å) Particle size (nm)

40% Ir/C – 68.66 3.866 3.3
40%  Ir–10% V/C 1:1 68.98 3.856 2.7
20%  Ir–30% V/C 1:6 69.17 3.855 2.4

3.853 1.9
3.851 0.81
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Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms for H2 on Ir/C, Ir–V/C with different Ir:V ratios in

mances of the MEAs strongly depend on current density, suggesting
an influence of the catalyst layer morphology and mass transport
effects. Based on above results, 40% Ir–10% V/C was selected as
10%  Ir–40% V/C 1:15 69.39 

5%  Ir–45% V/C 1:34 69.42 

/C (1:1), 20% Ir–30% V/C (1:6), 10% Ir–40% V/C (1:15) and 5% Ir–45%
/C (1:34). Each pattern shows three peaks at about 40.30◦, 69.02◦,
nd 83.73◦, corresponding to the face-centered cubic (fcc) crys-
allinity of Ir particles in the Ir/C catalysts. The peak at 25◦ can
e ascribed to the diffraction of the (0 0 2) plane of carbon black
articles. No peaks related to V and its various oxides [24] were
bserved in the XRD patterns. It is believed that the co-catalytic
etal V leached out through the addition of HCl in the catalyst

reparation process, leaving behind a coarsened surface of Ir clus-
ers, which may  account for the performance enhancement [25,26].
he average size of the Ir particles in Ir/C and Ir–V/C was  calcu-
ated according to Scherrer’s equation [27]. The resultant structural
arameters, including the Ir(2 2 0) peak position, lattice constant
nd the average particle size, are listed in Table 2. The results show
hat the mean particle size decreased from 2.7 nm for Ir–V/C (1:1)
o 2.4 nm and 1.9 nm for Ir–V/C (1:6) and Ir–V/C (1:15), respec-
ively. In other words, the introduction of V to Ir/C may  decrease
he lattice constant of the Ir(fcc) crystal, which induces a shift in the
r(2 2 0) reflection peak to a higher position with decreasing atomic
atios. When the atomic ratio was further decreased to 1:34, the Ir
anoparticles became so fine that the diffraction peak of Ir(2 2 0)
lmost disappeared, such that the corresponding lattice constant
nd even the average particle size could not be definitely calcu-
ated; however, the presence of Ir cannot be disregarded because
t may  be present in a very small amount. These results indicate
he importance of controlling the atomic ratio of Ir and V on the
article size and fcc of Ir–V/C electrocatalysts. The possibility of H2
dsorption and splitting on Ir atoms may  increase as the lattice con-
tant decreases. The Ir–Ir distance in Ir–V/C catalyst is shortened,
nd H2 can then easily be adsorbed on Ir, thus accelerating H–H
ond breaking. Therefore, the activity of Ir/C may  be enhanced by
he addition of V through the strengthened Ir–H bond. The TEM
mages of the Ir/C and Ir–V/C catalysts at different atomic ratios
20% Ir–30% V/C (1:6), 10% Ir–40% V/C (1:15) and 5% Ir–45% V/C
1:34)] are displayed in Fig. 3. By decreasing the atomic ratios of Ir
nd V in catalyst synthesis, the average particle size decreased.

The typical CVs of the 40% Ir–10% V/C, 20% Ir–30% V/C, 10%
r–40% V/C, and 5% Ir–45% V/C catalysts immediately after depo-
ition on the RDE are shown in Fig. 4. The potential range
etween 20 and 200 mV  during the forward scan reveals that,
xcept for 5% Ir–45% V/C, the Ir-based nanoparticle catalysts have
omparable hydrogen adsorption/desorption charges. The nar-
ow adsorption/desorption potential range suggests excellent HOR
ctivity. Compared to pure Ir/C catalyst, the leaching of V from the
atalyst surface leads to a higher active surface area for HOR. As a
esult, HOR reactivity is significantly influenced when the ratio of
r:V was decreased to 1:34.

For further determination of the optimal ratio of Ir:V, LSVs
hown in Fig. 5 were used. 40% Ir–10% V/C exhibited the best HOR
ctivity under a lower potential scan rate. At a scan rate of 5 mV s−1,
hich is 10% of that used in the CV experiments, the kinetic activi-

ies of the catalysts were manifested and compared. The oxidation

urrent of 40% Ir–10% V/C was much higher than those of the other
atalysts, e.g., approximately 2.0 and 3.2 times of 5% Ir–45% V/C
nd 40% Ir/C at 0.1 V, respectively. The current-voltage curves for

 single PEM fuel cell under H2/air conditions using Ir and Ir–V/C
0.5  M H2SO4 at the ambient solution temperature in H2; Rotation speed: 300 rpm,
scan rate: 50 mV s−1, electrode area: 0.283 cm2; catalyst loading: 28 �g cm−2.

as anode electrocatalysts were investigated. In Fig. 6, the fuel cell
with 40% Ir–10% V/C (1:1) as the anode catalyst had the best perfor-
mance. This strongly suggests that more catalyst active sites could
be achieved due to the modification of Ir with V, which greatly
reduces the activation polarization. This behavior is attributed to
the amount of catalyst per geometric area available to reactant
gases and thus electrochemically active in each dispersion. A very
high power density was  obtained even when the atomic ratio of
Ir and V in the Ir–V/C catalyst decreased to 1:34. Here, about 1.5
times higher power density was  obtained for 5% Ir–45% V/C (1:34)
than that for pure 40 wt.% Ir/C. It can also be seen that the perfor-
Fig. 5. Linear scan voltammograms for H2 on Ir/C, Ir–V/C with different Ir:V ratios
in  0.5 M H2SO4 at the ambient solution temperature in H2; rotation speed: 300 rpm,
scan rate: 5 mV s−1, electrode area: 0.283 cm2; catalyst loading: 28 �g cm−2.
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Fig. 6. Performance curves for Ir/C and Ir–V/C anode prepared at different atomic
r
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atios of Ir and V, 40% Ir/C (0.4 mgIr cm−2), 1:1 (40% Ir–10% V/C, 0.4 mgIr cm−2), 1:6
20% Ir–30% V/C, 0.2 mgIr cm−2); 1:15 (10% Ir–40% V/C, 0.1 mgIr cm−2); 1:34 (4%
r–45% V/C, 0.1 mgIr cm−2).

n anode catalyst and used in the following stack fabrication and
urability test.

The as-prepared stack was run discontinuously under the
ynamic load cycling in the daytime and was stopped overnight
r at least 2 h per day. The stack experienced about 57 start–stops
uring the whole test. As aforementioned, during the dynamic load,
ycling polarization curves were measured once a day. The cell per-
ormance can be obtained from dividing the stack performance by
he cell number, 15. In terms of the average cell voltage and power
ensity, the stack durability expressed in an interval of ca. 200 h

s shown in Fig. 7. From the results at 200 h, 400 h, 600 h, 800 h,
nd 1010 h, it can be seen that the performance of the 1.5 kW stack
xperienced a very slight decrease. After about 200 h of “activa-
ion”, the stack became more stable, and higher performance was
chieved in the following 810 h. During the 1010 h test, only a minor
egradation rate was observed. The averaged maximum power
ensity of single cells changed from 490.7 mW cm−2 at the start
o 484.9 mW cm−2 at 1010 h, i.e., a degradation of only 1.2%/1010 h
as detected, which was even lower than the 2010 target of US DOE

5%/1000 h) [28]. The slight performance decay was  also attributed
y the on-line P–t curve recorded along the driving cycle test shown

n Fig. 8.

The average cell power in the stack varied during the 1010 h

ontinuous operation (Fig. 8). A meaningful phenomenon can be
een from Fig. 8, where the performance of the stack during the
urability test clearly declined on a single day but recovered after

ig. 7. Averaged cell performance of the PEMFC stack in 1010 h durability test.
Fig. 8. Average cell power as a function of the operation time.

an overnight “rest”. The performance degradation of the stack
between every 2 days was  minor. Therefore, we conclude that one
night of “rest” of the stack led to the recovery of its performance.

In order to understand the change in structure of the anode cat-
alyst particles, the particles after the 1010 h durability test were
analyzed using the XRD technique, and the diffraction pattern is
displayed in Fig. 9, where the pattern of the pristine catalyst is also
included. In comparison with the pristine catalyst, a slight broad-
ening of the diffraction peak for active carbon (0 0 2) plane was
observed, which may  be attributed to corrosion of the support dur-
ing the dynamic loading test due to electrochemical and reverse
water-gas reactions [29]. On the other hand, almost no observable
changes in the position, broadening, or height of the peaks for the
(1 1 1), (2 2 0), and (3 1 1) planes of the Ir particles were observed.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the Ir–V/C catalyst possesses
excellent stability because cycling the potential between the oxida-
tion and reduction regions of a metal will lead to higher dissolution
rates than just holding a potential in the oxidation region [30].

In addition, the TEM images characterized before and after the
durability test in Fig. 10 show the average particle size of the pris-
tine anode catalyst was  2.0 nm,  consistent with the XRD result, and
increased to 2.2 nm after the durability test. Fig. 10 also illustrates
that the nanoparticles were uniformly dispersed on the surface
of the carbon supports. Such a small increase in particle size and

the absence of aggregation after the 1010 h dynamic load test may
account for the tiny performance loss of the stack.

Fig. 9. XRD patterns of anode 40% Ir–10% V/C before and after 1010 h testing.
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ig. 10. TEM images of the anode 40% Ir–10% V/C before (a) and after (b) 1010 h tes

For EIS characterization, Nyquist plots for the stack were
ecorded about every 100 h after 300 h testing and are shown in
ig. 11.  For these plots measured at different times, the Nyquist
lots were arcs; the high frequency interception on the real

mpedance axis of the Nyquist plot represents the total ohmic resis-
ance of the cell, which contains the ohmic resistance of the cell
omponents, such as the membrane, catalyst layer, backing layer,

nd end plate, as well as the contact resistances between each of
hem. The diameter of the kinetic loop corresponds to the charge
ransfer resistance associated with the hydrogen oxidation reaction
31]. As revealed in Fig. 11,  the ohmic resistance of the stack was

Fig. 11. Electrochemical impedance spectra of the stack.
nd histograms of the anode 40% Ir–10% V/C before (a′) and after (b′) 1010 h testing.

almost constant at approximately 5.8 �.  In contrast, the polariza-
tion resistance of the stack changed with operation time. However,
no obvious evidence for impedance change can be obtained from
the time-dependent plots. Under dynamic loading, both the water
and thermal managements inside of the stack become complex,
and the balances of water and thermal managements are more
difficult than a single cell or a stack running at a constant load.
For example, after a full throttle acceleration (from 450 s to 560 s
in Fig. 1), if excessive water produced at the cathode side is not
properly removed, mass transfer resistance dominates the polar-
ization resistance. At the time of EIS measurement, although the
main operation parameters, such as H2 and air flow, H2 and air
pressure, and coolant temperature and humidification tempera-
ture can be controlled, it is difficult to maintain balance among the
internal conditions of the membrane, catalyst layer and gas diffu-
sion layer under the stress of dynamically altering water and heat
distributions.

4. Conclusions

As a substitute for Pt, Ir–V/C binary catalysts with different
atomic ratios were prepared. XRD analysis showed that V played
an important role in coarsening the Ir particle surface. The opti-
mal  ratio of Ir:V, 40% Ir:10% V, was  selected based on CVs and
LSVs due to its excellent HOR activity and has been used as the
anode catalyst in subsequent experiments. A 1.5 kW stack was

fabricated and its durability evaluated. For the 1010 h durability
testing, an experiment was  conducted under a J1015 driving cycle,
with 57 start–stops. The stack performance at rated current density
decreased only 1.2% within the 1010 h durability test, which was
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ower than the 2010 US DOE target. Results from the XRD, TEM, and
IS analyses demonstrated excellent stability of 40% Ir–10% V/C in
he fuel cell stack. The enhanced performance of the 40% Ir–10%
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